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Iterative MIMO Detection
for Rank-Deﬁcient Systems
A. Wolfgang, J. Akhtman, S. Chen, and L. Hanzo
Abstract—In this letter, a novel iterative multiple-input mul-
tiple-output (MIM)O detector reminiscent of sphere decoding
(SD) is presented. Its main beneﬁt is that in contrast to other soft-
inputsoft-output(SISO)SDalgorithms presentedintheliterature,
the proposed iterative detector is capable of performing well in
so-called overloaded systems, where the number of transmit an-
tennas is signiﬁcantly higher than the number of receive antennas,
and hence, the channel’s covariance matrix is rank-deﬁcient.
Furthermore, the proposed detector is guaranteed to achieve the
performance of the max-log detector without the necessity of
choosing a speciﬁc SD radius or an SD candidate list for gener-
ating soft-outputs. For example, when receiving signals from four
transmit antennas with the aid of only two receive antennas, the
proposed detector is capable of approaching the channel capacity
limit within about 2 dBs.
Index Terms—Iterative detection, multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO), sphere decoding (SD).
I. INTRODUCTION
I
TERATIVE detection in the context of multiple-input mul-
tiple-output (MIMO) systems has been investigated using
different soft-input soft-output (SISO) detector designs such as
theminimummean-squarederror(MMSE)SISOdetectorbased
on[1],whichisparticularlyattractiveowingtoitslowcomputa-
tional complexity. In systems where the number of transmitters
to be detected is not signiﬁcantly higher than the number of re-
ceived signals, the MMSE detector is capable of approaching
the performance of the optimum maximum a posteriori (MAP)
detector at the cost of an increased number of iterations.
Approximate MAP detectors employing sphere decoding
(SD) have been discussed in [2], where the so-called list sphere
decoder(LSD)wasintroduced.However,thesystemconsidered
in [2] employs an equal number of receive and transmit antenna
elements (AEs), since the detector tends to rely on ﬁnding the
least-square (LS) estimate of the transmitted signal, which im-
plies that the covariance matrix of the channel is nonsingular.
Sphere decoders have been proposed for rank-deﬁcient sys-
tems, for example, in [3]–[5], but none of these contributions
considers SISO-aided iterative detection. It is worth mentioning
that it would be possible to employ any of the SDs designed for
rank-deﬁcient systemsinthecontextoftheLSD proposed in[2]
inordertoobtainaSISOSDforoverloadedscenarios.However,
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theresultantSDwouldnotnecessarilyﬁndthemax-logsolution,
andtheperformanceofthedetectorwouldstronglydependonthe
sizeofthecandidatelistconsideredbytheSD.Iftheprocessingof
thesoftinformationwouldbedirectlyincludedintheevaluation
of a conventional SD rather than choosing a candidate list, the
appropriate choice of the SD radius would impose a challenge.
By contrast, the SISO reduced-complexity max-log (RML)
algorithm presented in this contribution is a true SISO detector,
which does not impose any of the aforementioned constraints
on the system and thus may be invoked in scenarios, where the
number of transmit AEs is signiﬁcantly higher than the number
of receive AEs. It directly includes the processing of soft-in-
formation in the algorithm without the necessity of creating a
candidate list or choosing an SD radius. The algorithm consti-
tutes a logical evolution of the orthogonal hierarchical recur-
sive search algorithm (OHRSA) of [6] proposed for maximum-
likelihood (ML) MIMO detection in multicarrier systems. The
outline of this letter is as follows. In Section II, the system
modelisintroduced,whiletheadvocatedalgorithmisderivedin
Section III. In Section IV, our simulation results are presented,
and in Section V, we offer our conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In order to keep the notation simple, we consider a narrow-
band single-userMIMO systemcharacterizedbyan -element
transmit antenna array and an -element receive antenna array.
Theequations derivedare alsovalidif multiple MIMOusersare
considered in a synchronous uplink scenario. The single user’s
transmitter channel encodes the input bit-stream at a code-rate
, interleaves the encoded bits, modulates the signal, and maps
it to the different transmit AEs. The modulated symbols
are transmitted over a narrowband channel characterized by the
channel coefﬁcients , which represent the complex-valued
channel between the th transmit and the th receiver AE. De-
noting the symbol transmitted by AE as , the output signal
of the th receive AE at time instant can be written as
(1)
where isthecomplex-valuedadditivewhiteGaussiannoise
(AWGN) having a variance of .
AssumingunitytransmitpowerpertransmitAE,theresultant
is given as
(2)
where is the number of modulation levels.
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Fig. 1. MIMO receiver model employing iterative detection.
Under the assumption of perfectly synchronized transmitters,
the relation between the signal transmitted and the channel’s
output is described by an -dimensional matrix ,
where the th element of the matrix is given by . The
-element channel output vector can be expressed as
(3)
where is a column vector con-
taining the transmitted symbols, and the AWGN vector is given
by . For notational simplicity, the
time-index will be dropped, where this is possible without
ambiguity.
The iterative detection scheme considered is depicted in
Fig. 1, where represents the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs),
which are used to pass information between the different re-
ceiver components.The superscript det indicates the detector,
while dec indicates the channel decoder. The subscripts apr,
ex, and apo indicate a priori, extrinsic, and a posteriori LLRs,
respectively. For a detailed description of iterative equalization,
the interested readers are referred to [7].
III. SISO MAX-LOG DETECTOR
In this section, the SISO max-log algorithm designed for
the detection of the transmitted signal is highlighted [8]. The
max-log approximation of the desired LLRs required for the
detection of the transmitted signal outlined in (1) can be for-
mulated as
(4)
where is the set of potentially transmitted vectors
associated with , and is the a priori
probability of the given hypothetical signal vector being con-
sidered, which may be obtained from the a priori bit LLRs
as outlined in [2], assuming independence of the in-
dividual bits. Equation (4) may now be rewritten as
(5)
where represents the cost-function to be optimized, and
represents the minimum cost-function value
under the constraint of . The algorithm presented in this
section has the capability of solving the optimization problem
associated with at a moderate computational
cost. Let us assume for the derivation of the algorithm that
both the CIR matrix as well as the noise are real-valued and
that the transmitted signal is binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
modulated. It was shown in [6] that the solution to the problem
deﬁned by (5) is identical to solving
(6)
where the upper triangular matrix is deﬁned by
(7)
while
(8)
where is the -dimensional identity matrix. The
constant is identical for both as well as
, and hence, it can be dropped from the evalua-
tion of the a posteriori LLRs given in (5).
Exploiting the fact that the matrix has an upper triangular
structure,itcanbeshownthattheobjectivefunctionusedforthe
detectionofthetransmittedsymbolvector maybewrittenas[8]
(9)
where is the th element of , and
may be expressed as [8]
(10)
where
(11)
Theterm of(10)isindependentofthespeciﬁcsymbol’svalue
of . The cost function given in (9) may now be rewritten in a
recursive manner as
(12)
where we have . The
cost function has the essential property that [8]
(13)
Based on (9)–(13), a low-complexity search technique em-
ploying a tree-search algorithm, which is outlined in detail
in [9], [6], and [8], may be employed. A further property ofWOLFGANG et al.: ITERATIVE MIMO DETECTION FOR RANK-DEFICIENT SYSTEMS 701
the recursive cost-function imposed by the available a priori
information is that we have
which might be exploited by the search tree algorithm in order
to improve its convergence rate.
Algorithm 1 Max-Log Metric Calculation
(Value higher than true )
a constraint for
calculate evaluating search-tree
The search tree algorithm is guaranteed to ﬁnd the ML solu-
tion satisfying the cost-function value .
This constitutes an effective way of calculating the cost-
function values required for obtaining the desired number
of LLRs. The proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The variables used are
• :minimumcost-functionvalueunderthecon-
straint ;
• : symbol value of associated with .
The proposed algorithm requires search tree passes
for the calculation of the cost-function values. The algo-
rithm exploits the fact that the cost-function value asso-
ciated with the ML solution is the lowest possible cost-func-
tion value and therefore already provides the ﬁrst necessary
values . The algorithm may also
readily be used for the detection of higher order modulation
schemes by representing a complex-valued symbol as a string
of independent bits, as outlined in [8]. The algorithm presented
inthissectionextendstheoriginalhard-outputOHRSAof[8]to
a SISO algorithm, which may be employed in iterative systems.
Furthermore, an effective algorithm for calculating the required
cost-function values has been presented.
TABLE I
SERIALLY CONCATENATED CHANNEL CODES USED IN OUR SIMULATIONS.
CODE 3W AS A CONVENTIONAL RSC CODE WITHOUT A RATE-1 PRECODER
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional EXIT chart [10] for a MIMO system associated with
M =2or 4 transmit antennas and N =2receive antennas at different E =N
values, as deﬁned in (2) for a code-rate of R =1 =2. The modulation schemes
considered were 4QAM and 16QAM.
IV. RESULTS
The performance of the RML detector has been evaluated
considering both 4QAM as well as 16QAM signals and a
receiver employing antennas for receiving from
numberoftransmitAEsatdifferent .1 Thechannelcodes
used are described in Table I. The random bit interleaver em-
ployed had a length of bits, and the fading process imposed
by the channel was assumed to be ergodic and uncorrelated
between the different AEs.
In Fig. 2, the proposed RML detector is characterized with
the aid of EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts [10]
for both as well as transmit AEs. It can be
observed that for 4QAM signals as well as for the (2 2)-an-
tenna 16QAM scenario considered, the EXIT function is al-
most horizontal.2 As a beneﬁt, in conjunction with a well-de-
signed channel code, which matches this EXIT characteristic,
the iterative detector has a low complexity, since it needs only
a few detection iterations in order to converge. By contrast, the
EXIT function associated with the (4 2)-antenna overloaded
16QAM scenario shows a higher gradient, which implies that
an open EXIT tunnel in conjunction with an appropriately de-
signed channel code EXIT function can be readily created, but
1Plotting the EXIT functions for a ﬁxed E =N as deﬁned in (2), rather than
for a ﬁxed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) allows a fair comparison for different
modulation schemes and code rates.
2In contrast to the typical channel code EXIT characteristics, the EXIT func-
tions of iterative detectors generally do not reach the point of perfect conver-
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Fig. 3. BER versus E =N for a MIMO system having M =2or 4 transmit
antennas and N =2 receive antennas and using 4QAM or 16QAM. The
channel codes employed are the various serially concatenated codes of Table I.
iteratingthroughthissteepertunnelmayinvolvemanydetection
iterations and thus a high computational complexity. Further-
more,itcanbeobservedinFig.2thattheoverloaded(4 2)-an-
tenna 4QAM and the non-overloaded (2 2)-antenna 16QAM
have similar EXIT functions, and they both support identical
system throughputs of bit MIMO symbol .
The 16QAM system, however, has a 2-dB advantage in
comparison to the overloaded 4QAM system.
Inordertoachieveaperformanceclosetothechannelcapacity
bound, in most cases, it is insufﬁcient to consider an iteratively
detected serially concatenated RSC code and a SISO detector.
Inordertosupportcommunicationclosetothechannelcapacity,
we therefore consider a channel code consisting of a rate-1 code
and a RSC code, which are separated by an interleaver in order
tofacilitate iterativechanneldecoding. Inoursimulations,these
two codes were viewed as one code where the number of inner
iterations between the two codes was chosen to be 10.
In Fig. 3, the achievable BER versus performance of
theRMLdetectorbeneﬁtingfromiterativedetectionisillustrated
together with the associated capacity bounds represented by the
vertical lines. It can be observed that the performance of all sce-
narios is less than 2 dB away from the channel capacity, except
forthe -antenna16QAMscenario.Thiscanbeexplained
by the fact that for this speciﬁc scenario, the code’s EXIT func-
tion and the RML detector’s EXIT function match poorly, and
thus, the detector fails to approach the capacity limit. Commu-
nication closer to the capacity limit could be supported using,
for example, irregular codes speciﬁcally designed to match the
shape of the EXIT functions [11], which is naturally achieved
at the cost of a higher number of detector iterations.
The complexity of the proposed algorithm is summarized in
Table II for different iteration indexes. The normalized com-
putational complexity is quantiﬁed in terms of the number of
real-valued additions plus multiplications required for the eval-
uation of the soft-metric of a single bit. Only the computational
complexity imposed by the evaluation of the search-tree was
TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COST (REAL-VALUED ADDITIONS PLUS MULTIPLICATIONS)
REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE SEARCH-TREE IN ORDER TO
DETERMINE THE LLR VALUE OF S SINGLE BIT
considered. The computational cost is given for the condition,
when the detector operates in the waterfall region, where the
computationalcomplexityimposedbythedetectoristhehighest.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we have presented a novel RML SISO detector,
whichis capableof reliably operating in rank-deﬁcient systems,
which are also often referred to as overloaded systems. Further-
more, an algorithm has been presented, which allows the effec-
tivecalculationofthedesiredLLRvalues.Itwasshownthrough
simulations that if the EXIT functions of the channel code and
the RML detector are matched properly, communication close
to the capacity bound can be achieved.
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